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This book, by a translation scholar and a library scientist, aims to promote the intriguing notion of “machine translation literacy” (MT literacy) among researchers in all fields (not specifically Translation Studies), and also among librarians (academic, school and public), professors of library and information science, abstractors and indexers, peer reviewers, journal editors, publishers, and translators/editors who deal with research. The authors define MT literacy (p. 88) as understanding the basics of how MT works and how it can be used to find, read and write scholarly publications; understanding the wider implications of using MT; and having the abilities to evaluate how MT-friendly a text is, to write or modify a text so as to make it MT-friendly, and to edit MT outputs to improve their accuracy and readability.

Chapter 1 looks at the rise of English as an international language of scholarly communication, and the various options open to non-native readers and writers of that language who need to publish in English. The authors talk about non-native *speakers*. However, there are many scholars who *speak* English as an additional language quite well but can’t *write* scholarly articles in that language well enough for acceptance. In this regard, I was not sure why they mention the colloquialization of academic writing in English over the past 30 years (pp. 60-61). This may well make reading easier for native readers, but probably makes it harder for those non-native readers whose mastery of the spoken language is weaker than their mastery of the written form. Both conditions exist: strong writing/weak speech and the opposite.

Options (not all of which may be available to a given researcher) include publishing in a language other than English (but then the article will not be as widely read and may not count as much for career advancement purposes), improving one’s English (very time-consuming), recourse to professional translators (very expensive) or editors (fairly expensive), asking a language teacher at one’s university to translate or edit (this will be problematic if the colleague lacks subject-matter knowledge), asking a colleague in the discipline to translate or edit (the colleague may want to be credited as an author and, I would add, may not be very good at translating/editing), and
approaching an online translation service in the gig economy (very cheap but the quality is likely to be poor, often just lightly edited MT output).

The final option is machine translation into English of a researcher’s writing in their own language. The machine output can then be edited by a professional ‘post-editor’ or by someone in the discipline, either the researcher or an Anglophone colleague (who, according to some evidence, does not need to be familiar with the source language). The authors focus on self-post-editing by the researcher. They report (p. 26) a study in which researchers having little experience writing in English, and not very confident in that language, obtained (in their own opinion) better results when they self-post-edited machine translations into English from their own language than when they wrote directly in English. In that study, a professional reviser did not have to make more changes in the self-post-edited texts than in the texts written in English. However another study showed that not all necessary changes were made by self-post-editors who had no training in post-editing.

Next, the authors look at the use of MT during the literature search at the outset of a research project. The first problem is finding relevant material in English. The authors conducted an experiment (pp. 28-29) in which they used MT to translate Spanish keywords in a Spanish-only library science journal into English. They then used the English translations to conduct a subject search in Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts. Of the 71 translated keywords, 37 returned articles on a topic similar to the corresponding Spanish article.

Once relevant English materials have been found, the second problem is understanding them. The authors look at several recent studies which confirm the old idea that MT can be useful for getting the gist of a text. I did wonder however at the underlying assumption here that if MT users are field experts, they will be able to detect significant errors in the MT output. Has this ever been tested? I also wondered whether author Buitrago Ciro, who is I presume a non-native writer of English, had tried out any of the procedures suggested here or elsewhere in the book.

The authors emphasize the need for MT users to be trained in how to get the most out of MT, and they wonder whether that is just a technical matter or also a matter of critical thinking about the
appropriate use of MT (p. 33). They also assert that academic librarians are best placed to provide such training, once they themselves have been trained (p. 34).

The authors say that MT is easy to use (just copy and paste into the source language box), but that is true only if you have a machine-readable version of your source text. Suppose you have only a paper photocopy. You can scan it to a pdf file but that yields only an image of a text. You still have to convert it to machine-readable text in the script of your source language, and that requires access to conversion software such as the paid version of Adobe Acrobat. Even if researchers have free access to such software through their university, they may not be aware of that. And I’ve discovered that not all reference librarians confronted with a photocopy of a Russian text are able to provide the required procedural knowledge.

Chapter 2 begins by explaining the main models of MT (rule-based, example-based, statistical, neural and hybrid), though I did not find the explanation of neural MT (p. 45) enlightening. Readers have to wait till Chapter 3 for a brief discussion of the problems with specific language pairs (pp. 76–77), and there is just a passing reference in that chapter, and again in Chapter 5, to the fact that different kinds of mistakes arise not just with different language pairs but with different MT models, different sets of training texts, and indeed different brands within a model (which the authors do not mention). The focus of Chapter 2 is on the central problem with MT: the difficulty of resolving ambiguity in the absence of real-world knowledge (pp. 46–49). There is no sign that MT systems are going to be able to apply such world knowledge.

The authors discuss the controlled languages (with very limited vocabulary and sentence structures) that some companies have used to prepare technical documentation. These reduce ambiguity, but there is no prospect of training academic researchers to write in such languages. However, Chapter 3 shows ways in which scholars can nevertheless make their writing more likely to yield useful MT output. It sets out 10 tips for writing in English that will make texts easier to read by those with some knowledge of the language and, as a by-product, will make the texts more MT-friendly (so that non-native researchers can get better translations of English reference material in their own language). Some of the tips are of the kind found in writing handbooks and plain language advisors addressed to native writers of English: avoid very long sentences, the passive voice and
long strings of nouns. The others are more related to the needs of non-native readers and MT: use nouns instead of personal pronouns, use terminology consistently, choose words that are unambiguous in context, avoid abbreviations, and avoid idioms, humour and cultural references.

The authors claim that “general principles” for making writing easier to read apply to “any language,” not just English (p. 91), but they do not set out these principles. As far as I can see, only two of their specific tips would be universally applicable (choose words that are unambiguous in context, and avoid humour and cultural references). Since we can assume that the two authors do not know all of the commonest languages of scholars in all fields, and the related rhetorical practices, their claim seems to have no basis. I doubt that the concept of “plain language writing” that has been present in the English-speaking world for the past few decades exists in all linguistic cultures. Indeed, the concept ‘plain,’ like ‘clear’ is not at all... clear.

The advice to use specialized terms consistently is no doubt useful for MT purposes (the authors replace “harmonize” with “align” when they edit a text where these two words are used as synonyms (p. 74), but a general elimination of synonyms will create inauthentic writing. Native readers who are subject-matter experts (which will be the case for professors though perhaps not junior graduate students) can recognize synonyms, and synonymizing is natural: people tend to write the word that comes to mind first, or simply want to vary their language (in some linguistic cultures, such as French, failure to use synonyms is generally seen as poor style). A text lacking synonyms may seem childish to native readers, and in this connection, the authors do mention in passing (p. 63) that accessible (‘plain’) writing may be boring. However, they counter that in research articles, what is important is getting content across.

The authors admit that it is difficult to change one’s writing habits. They interestingly suggest starting with abstracts. Rather than writing a translation-friendly abstract using the tips, they take one of their own abstracts, which they judge to be less than translation-friendly, and edit it in accordance with the tips. However they devote only a paragraph to an informal test of the relative quality of the French and Spanish translations of the unedited and pre-edited versions of the source English. (They do refer in passing to their own previous study of pre-editing for the purpose of MT (Bowker and Buitrago Ciro, 2018), as well as several studies by other researchers that compare MT
outputs for pre-edited and unedited source texts.) Chapter 3 ends with a discussion of post-editing. While it’s true, as the authors say, that no general tips can be given (as already mentioned, the errors requiring correction by post-editors vary with the MT model, the language pair and the field of the text), they could have given some examples of light and full post-editing of raw MT translation into English. The book devotes much more space to pre-editing than to post-editing, though the authors do address the latter topic in Bowker and Buitrago Ciro (2015).

Chapter 4 discusses some of the problems with using MT. First, if MT into English is used for dissemination of research, this bolsters the use of English as a lingua franca for research, adding to the already existing pressure to write in English. MT may eliminate the scientific rhetoric of the source-language culture when there is no equivalent in English (p. 81). Also, prestige may sometimes be attached to publishing in the local language rather than in English, so that a researcher has to choose between local prestige with its related rewards on the one hand and international recognition on the other. The authors even suggest that native English writers could consider using MT into other languages to help redress the trend to overwhelming English predominance (p. 82). A second issue is that the contribution of translators to the statistical and neural models of MT is practically never mentioned. Neither model could work at all without human translators providing the data (p. 83). A third issue is that providers of free online MT systems tend to keep the source text and can use it for various purposes (p. 85).

Chapter 5 sets out four modules for a half-day MT literacy workshop to be led by a librarian. The module titles are “Why think about machine translation in the context of scholarly communication?,” “Overview of MT systems,” “Translation-friendly writing and editing” and “Self-post-editing machine translation output.” Modules 3 and 4 include hands-on exercises. I did wonder whether it was realistic to allow only 60 minutes for module 3, bearing in mind that the participants will very often be researchers (say chemists or biologists) who are not used to metalinguistic talk or linguistic exercises that involve things like rewriting English noun strings. Also, participants are asked to bring their own abstracts, which can be in their own language (p. 90). It is hard to see how this could work if there are speakers of several languages at a session. The sessions would, I suspect, need to be language-specific (a German-speaking librarian with
German-speaking researchers), and for the exercises, it seems to me that language teachers would need to be present. The authors say (p. 93) that librarians “may” want to collaborate with such teachers, but I suspect it would be a necessity: how many librarians can provide instruction in editing (e.g., assist German speakers having difficulty rewriting German compound nouns in an MT-friendly way)?

The book struck me as both very interesting and very well written, but then I am not a member of any of its intended audiences. It will be of special interest to non-native readers and writers of English, including Translation Studies scholars. Also, given the authors’ view that MT literacy training should be given by librarians, the reception of the book in library science journals will be crucial to the fulfilment of its purpose.
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